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The Nature of Prayer 
 

 

F ONE WERE TO WRITE a history of Christian prayer we 

should possess a record of the lives of the saintliest souls. 

It would indeed be a narrative of human incidents, but with 

very much in it that could not be readily explained in the terms 

of ordinary human experience. There would certainly be more 

of God than of man in it, but we should not be unwilling to 

accept it though an air of mystery hung about it all which we 

could neither penetrate nor raise. There would be much in it 

that would be kindred to our own feeling and life. A history of 

prayer would be the history of religion, the account of the origin 

and end of man’s spiritual beliefs and hopes. It would be the 

rehearsal of God’s long intercourse with the race, at their lowest 

and at their best. 

That history cannot yet be written. The time for it has not 

come. We shall only be able to read it in that far-off day when 

man’s life has been spiritually perfected, and when God’s love 

has subdued all things to itself, and He is “all in all.” 

Prayer is a great necessity, as well as a great duty, an 

instinct, as it is an obligation. It is natural for us to pray. We are 

never so wise as when we pray. It is then we are completely and 

transparently ourselves. And we are wisest when, though it be 

but for a few moments, we withdraw ourselves from human 

intercourse, and from crowded hours, and with our personal 

I 
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wants and burdens, fall down alone before our Father, and tell 

Him all, and gain the calm and strength of His fellowship. It is 

then we best understand how we can become His children 

again. Such knowledge will not come readily to us amid the 

stress of ordinary toil. Solitary prayer is, among its other 

blessings, an occasion of unusual insight into God’s will and our 

own needs. Truth and duty are disclosed to us then as in no 

other hour, and a man never knows God or himself except in an 

interview at which there is present no one but God and himself. 

Besides, there are regions of emotion and experience in 

every human spirit where certainly no stranger dare intrude, and 

with which our best-loved friend may not attempt to 

intermeddle. We are never so safe as when we are near God. 

There is no possibility of disguise there. We may indeed play 

falsely with ourselves in such a sacred act, but our insincerity 

destroys our prayer, and we gain nothing but shame and self-

contempt. 

What is prayer?  

Many definitions have been given; the Bible gives us none. 

This silence is suggestive. The Bible never proves the reality of 

prayer any more than it proves the existence of God. It takes the 

one for granted as completely as the other. Its doctrine is a 

simple one: God exists; He is the rewarder of them that 

diligently seek Him. God cannot but be; man cannot but cry to 

Him. And so it has no account to give of the reason why man 

has always prayed, or of the methods by which God has always 

met his prayer.  

Any difficulty that may be felt by us today with respect to 

the origin and nature of prayer is as old as prayer itself is. Man 

still prays, though, after all these centuries of experience he 

remains quite ignorant of the root and scope and laws of prayer. 

He may have “no language but a cry,” but he feels he has to 
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utter that cry, however blindly, to some one. From the first day 

of his existence prayer has been one of the strongest forces in 

his nature. It expressed itself in his recurring sense of weakness 

under the pressure of his ignorance. It came with his tears when 

sorrow struck his heart, and loss changed his home. It came 

with his joys when their very freshness made him sing his song 

of thankfulness. It has always been with him, a power as real as 

his power of sight and hearing and speech. It is his soul 

breathing in its effort to live. It will continue as long as mankind 

lasts. Prayer is man’s life touching its source. 

Clement of Alexandria says “the prayers God hears are the 

thoughts within our mind.” T. H. Green defines prayer as “a 

wish referred to God.” The Shorter Catechism says: “Prayer is 

the offering up of our desires unto God for things agreeable to 

His will, in the name of Christ, with confession of our sins and 

thankful acknowledgment of His mercies.” These may not be 

full definitions—they may rather be descriptions of prayer—but they 

express what is at the very basis of prayer, a sense, not only of 

relationship to God in virtue of a common nature, but a sense 

of dependence on Him as the only source of help in time of 

weakness and need. The very existence of this instinct helps to 

explain the coarse idolatry of the savage as truly as the happy 

worship of the Christian. It is not a vague force that terminates 

nowhere. Man is what he is, a grander being than the creatures 

he fears or slays, simply because of this reaching out of his 

nature to something, or some one, beyond himself. The most 

foolish judgment ever passed on prayer is that which calls it a 

fiction, an invention, an imagination of man. It is the divinest 

thing man has. It is because he is a praying being that man is a 

religious being. A prayer-less religion is no religion. And the 

more spiritual the religion, the purer and loftier is the prayer, 

and man is never at his best and strongest as a moral creature, 
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except in those times when prayer, “man’s rational prerogative,” 

as Wordsworth terms it, is simplest and most confidential. 

Whatever may be the direction of the future development 

of the human race, it cannot have the comfort and hope of 

religion without the reality of prayer. 

As prayer lessens, the force of the 

unseen lessens. We are amazed at the 

quick progress of mankind, and never 

has the advance been more rapid than 

in our own generation, and yet with all the changes which our 

civilization has wrought, our common human nature in its roots 

and tendencies remains quite unaltered. The increase of our 

goods has not satisfied our hunger. The hunger indeed is the 

occasion of the increase, and did we not ever cry for more we 

should have no gladness in any gain. The most ancient thing in 

human life is this inner yearning. Man is not content with tilling 

his fields and rounding off his daily labor with nightly sleep. He 

associates with his fellows, but leaves them again and again, 

persuaded that they are as feeble and as destitute as himself. He 

wants something more than the joy of labor and society. He will 

stretch out his hands, and lift his thoughts beyond himself and 

his place, and believe that someone unseen takes note of all the 

movements of his inner life. 

This haunting sense of incompleteness cannot be a vain 

imagination, and so strong a tendency to call on God, cannot be 

based on a fictitious or passing sentiment. No force in him can 

thrive or grow unless it have its adequate environment, and the 

cry that breaks so often from within his heart must have its 

answer from without. The eye was made for light, and the 

sunshine falls on sea and meadow and flower, and makes man’s 

spirit rejoice. The car was made for sound, and the music of bird 

and stream and human voice lifts him upward to wide invisible 

“A prayer-less 

religion is no 

religion at all.” 
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realms. The human spirit in its very make justifies the 

reasonableness of prayer: and the prayer it prays is as much the 

sign of its own natural way of living, as it is the expression of its 

ignorance and helplessness and its need of God. 

There is nothing grander than a soul on bended knees. Is 

there not some significance in the construction of our life, when 

we find that this natural instinct of prayer is fortified by 

experiences of various kinds that drive us, almost against our 

will, outside of and beyond ourselves? Man has ever been a 

seeker, a wanderer in a world too strange and cold and uncertain 

to be his home. If he has journeyed in strange places and 

stumbled painfully in the darkness, his hands have always been 

stretched out, if haply they might find a guide whose friendly aid 

would be abiding, and his ear has ever listened for a message he 

could trust. 

 

“Long, long since, undower’d yet, our spirit  

     Roam’d ere birth the treasuries of God,  

Saw the gifts, the power it might inherit  

     Ask’d an outfit for its earthly road.” 

 

Man is lonely, blind, lost, until he finds God and speaks to Him, 

and God’s joy is not complete until He finds His child and hears 

him pray.  

The Bible always honors and reverences this instinct of 

prayer. Its serious regard for man at his best is one of those 

notes of Scripture which are as true and deep as its picture of 

God’s love for him at his worst. It is a book of prayers, because 

it is a history of human hearts. For us in these later days it is 

impressive to turn back the pages of Scripture and read the 

prayers of that earlier time, and learn how easily religion was 

made to fit into life, and how glad and fearless human hearts 

were in God. There was no hesitancy in their voice when these 
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people spoke to their unseen Lord. In whatever darkness He 

might dwell, they were sure He heard. Like Faber’s old laborer, 

their 

 

“One thought was God:  

     In that one thought they abode,  

For ever in that thought more deeply sinking.” 

 

He was their nearest Friend, and it was no more unnatural for 

them to call upon His name and to keep in fellowship with Him, 

than it would be for a child in his father’s house to ask gifts 

from his father’s hands. 

We might expect that these prayers would read like 

stumbling ventures, the tentative struggles of half-awakened 

souls who were ignorant of the way in which they sought to go, 

and uncertain of the help they needed. It is not so. They are 

prayers that carry a strength that only confiding natures have, 

and are as pure as are the cries of the wiser Christian souls of 

our modern time. We marvel at the moral heights to which the 

men and women of that day rose, and the readiness with which 

they walked those heights with God. Life, it is true, was not so 

complex as it has since become, but the burdens and fears and 

sins of the personal soul were not less oppressive than they have 

ever been. People then wept and failed, hoped and despaired, as 

unmistakably as people do now, and felt as keenly, too, the pain 

and perplexity of existence. But they could step fearlessly where 

we move haltingly. They could not tell whither they went, nor 

altogether why they went, but they always knew to whom they 

went. Fearing the Lord with all the filial reverence that comes 

from long experience, His secret was with them, and they greatly 

dared and greatly believed. 
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Look at such a career as that of Abraham; full of interests 

and duties, and not unmixed with gross faults, yet he holds 

himself in such terms of fellowship with the Most High that he 

is known distinctively as “the friend of God.” The patriarch’s 

acceptance of the divine will is 

not a blind obedience, but an 

intelligent and devout 

surrender. He is too sure of 

God’s word to believe He will 

mislead. His prayer is trustful 

conversation, with all the wonder of a child in the heart of it, 

but all the unreserved confidence of the child as well. He builds 

his altars as he journeys from place to place, reverently worships 

his unseen Guide, “calls upon the name of the Lord,” and 

quietly waits the divine direction. What the Christian mystics of 

the middle ages loved to call the practice of the presence of God was 

the continual habit of his soul. It seems to have caused him no 

surprise that his Divine Visitor should come and go while he is 

occupied with his needful work, and should talk to him of great 

things yet to be, and hedge his pastoral life with promises and 

hopes that strengthened his faith and made ordinary things 

sublime. “And the Lord appeared unto him as he sat in the tent 

door in the heat of the day.” 

Prayer in that old time was converse—unrestrained, devout 

intercourse with God about the common incidents of life: the 

day’s wanderings, the day’s labor, the cares of the family, the life 

of the children, the disposal of property, and all the future too 

of the unborn generations. And whatever criticism may make of 

these Old Testament stories, it cannot destroy the reality and 

beauty of the filial spirit that breathes through them, the 

recognition of God as the closest friend, unfailing in His 

providence and love. Man does not make fiction out of his 

“There is nothing 

grander than a 

soul on bended 

knees.” 
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holiest emotions, and then fit them to the facts. Had the facts 

not been what they were, these emotions could not have taken 

the course they did. These make prayer possible. It is one thing, 

however, to have a sense of God, and another to believe that He 

is near. It was belief in His nearness that made the prayers of 

these men and women strong. They could write no philosophy 

of prayer, and only very rarely did they question either its 

necessity or value. They seem to have felt, what we in our day 

have almost failed to feel, that prayer is always a test of 

character. A man is never himself unless he can deliberately 

place himself within the light of God, and stand still while it 

streams into every corner of his life. Not a few of us dread the 

sight of our own hearts when it is given us in that way. Prayer, 

as much as conscience, is apt “to make cowards of us all,” just 

because it is the steady confronting of self with God, when His 

hand unveils the concealed and shameful things of our soul. As 

a man prays, so a man is. 

The visible life of these men and women of the Old 

Testament was so much touched by the invisible, that they lived 

always within the scrutiny of the divine judgment. That is why 

they put themselves so completely into their prayers. There are 

no confessions, or longings, or thanksgivings in any religious 

literature, like those in the Old Testament. Even their 

selfishness, as we should term it, is redeemed from sordidness 

by the overmastering thought of God which is in the mind of 

him who prays. Jacob cannot keep the bargaining spirit out of 

his most solemn vows, but it is his consciousness of God that 

saves his prayer from degenerating to the low level to which it 

might easily enough have fallen.  

 

“If God will be with me and will keep me in this way that I go, 

and will give me bread to eat and raiment to put on, so that I 
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come again to my father’s house in peace, then shall the Lord 

be my God; and this stone which I have set up for a pillar shall 

be God’s house, and of all that Thou shalt give me, I will 

surely give the tenth unto Thee.” 

 

A crude prayer, we say; narrow in its aim, with no wide 

horizon, no self-forgetfulness and quiet gratitude; and yet 

through it all there is the recognition of the relationship of the 

soul to the eternal, the link that binds the wanderer to the 

yearning heart, the conviction that after all, go where he will and 

do what he may, he can never be better off than when he keeps 

close to his God. A man who begins with that estimate of 

himself is certain, as experiences increase, to reach a higher view 

some day, and to work with a more devout idea of the Almighty. 

Christian people even in our own time, with their larger 

knowledge of God and more varied experience of life, have not 

seldom uttered more selfish prayers, and have carried a 

mercenary motive into what seemed their most earnest 

supplications. They have worked with an impoverished idea of 

God. But in the case of the religious souls of the early world, 

whose histories are written for us in the Old Testament, it was 

the conviction of God as brooding constantly over them, 

moving in their actions, and will, and affection, that dominated 

their life. It had woven itself inextricably into every fiber of their 

moral nature. It was the secret of their goodness; it explains the 

pain of their remorse, the hope they felt amid their sorest 

disappointments and sorrows, and the calm with which they 

died. The sunshine has no service to give for the flower that 

stays within the dull narrow corner of the field. These men and 

women lived in the open, and were ready to let God see them 

and teach them, and work His will within them. They never gave 

up prayer, because they did not give up God. 
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Petition was the least part of their prayer. Prayer was such 

complete submission to the authority of God as would enable 

them to have His will done through them. Abraham prays for a 

son, but it is not more for the gladness of his home than that by 

such a gift he may understand that incredible word that had 

come to him in an earlier day, that his descendants would 

possess the land into which he had gone as a stranger. He 

cannot read the future unless the facts of the present are more 

visible. His prayer, therefore, is the honest expression of an 

eager child-like soul who can trust God, but yet wishes to know 

His way. Do we not love this man all the more that there is 

hesitancy, wonder, in his prayer? His emotions are our own. He 

speaks not our language, he lives not in our land or time, but his 

surprise is our surprise and his fear our fear. 

Eliezer asks that God may give him good speed on his 

journey, but it is all for the sake of the master he serves. He has 

a simple doctrine of God. He believes that God is in life, moves 

and works in all its common business. He does not ask to be 

saved from an unpleasant task, he only wants to be helped to 

interpret providence and read signs and tokens of the divine will 

in casual occurrences. He is sending his faith and prayer to 

practice. 

We lose more perhaps by what we leave out of our prayers 

than by what we wrongly place 

within them. The narrow 

survey of our own needs limits 

our supplications, and makes us 

less conscious of the wealth 

and willingness of God. The 

faith that can venture far is the faith that can carry the most to 

God, and where we are perplexing ourselves about the range of 

“They never gave 

up prayer, because 

they did not give up 

God.”  
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our petitions and the reality of God’s interest in us, this serving 

man by the well is firmly holding the wise and helping Hand. 

If prayer reveals our thought of God it also shows us 

ourselves. Prayer indeed is less a beseeching of the divine Heart 

than a proof of our own spiritual worth. “Behold he prayeth,” 

and a man is estimated by his prayer. Prayer indicates the 

measure of our faith in Him to whom we speak. It declares in 

what degree we are hoping in His sympathy and love, but it 

affirms also our thought about our own character. It discloses 

whether our life is attached to God because of what God is in 

Himself, or because of what we expect Him to give us, whether 

we love Him for a gain which is merely a temporal comfort, or 

for a godliness which is eternal life. 

The simplicity and naturalness that mark the prayers of the 

Old Testament are found in those recorded in the New 

Testament, and especially in the prayers of our Lord Jesus 

Christ. His life was spent continually in doing good, wholly 

consecrated to its great spiritual purpose, but was full of prayer, 

finding occasions and hours in which it was alone with God. It 

is not possible for us to understand fully why it was needful He 

should pray. Few details are given of His lonely vigils. What He 

said in those hours no human pen has written. The roots of His 

inner life were buried far down in holy ground. Yet we can trace 

here and there, above the surface, small portions of these roots. 

We have not only the record of His actions, and the reverence 

and calm with which He blessed the bread before He brake it, 

and prayed before He healed, but the mention of an occasional 

word like “Abba” that showed how strongly His soul trusted 

God. 

And once He stated the contents of one of His own 

prayers. “Simon, Simon, behold Satan asked to have you that He 

might sift you as wheat: but I made supplication for thee that 
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thy faith fail not.” What a startling announcement to Peter, what 

a disclosure of the sympathetic intercession of the greatest heart 

in the universe! The two prayers whose words are preserved, the 

prayer of thanksgiving which He offered when His disciples 

returned with joy exulting in their victories over the demons, 

and His prayer in Gethsemane, show not merely that prayer was 

natural to Christ, but a great necessity and delight. 

His prayers are brief, spontaneous, earnest. He sees things 

as they are, knows the moral perils of the world, the temptations 

that assault the human will and heart, and feels that God must 

be sought for refuge and strength. And we may well believe that 

such stories as He told of the friend petitioning at midnight 

(Luke 11:5-8), the child asking for food (Luke 11:11-13), and the 

importunate widow (Luke 18:1-8), were spoken out of the 

secrets of His own supplication, and His own experience of 

need. The simplicity of His prayers was not disturbed by any 

shadow of misgiving as to their utility and place in His own life. 

The faith of His soul in God, His love for holy things, His 

conflict in an evil world, the hunger of His heart for fellowship, 

His devotion to His friends and to the weary lost souls that 

followed Him, made him pray; and not once only, we may be 

certain, but often was it true, “He continued all night in prayer 

to God.” 
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*** END OF FREE SAMPLE *** 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


